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Abstract

Ericsson Erisoft has recently started up a new department for the developme
the software for a W-CDMA Base Station Transceiver. They would like to ma
the development process more efficient, and especially in the verification ar
This is supposed to be done with the help of formal methods.

TTCN is the testing language used, and first an inventory is made of the avail
tools on the market for TTCN. This to find out if there exists a better tool than
one used today. Some tool for different usages are recommended.

The main goal of this master thesis is to evaluate and perhaps construct met
and tools, especially for verification, and to try a selected method together w
the other development methods and tools that are used today. Then a compa
of the new method with the current method will be done.

The method selected in this master thesis is to make the test specifications
MSCs and SDL diagrams. Some comparisons are made with another exam
method, to write the test specifications directly in TTCN. The tool Autolink fro
Telelogic is used to transform the test specifications in MSC and SDL into TT
test cases. The TTCN test cases is executed successfully on a hardware ca
the base station. Some advantages and disadvantages are pointed out. Th
method is more efficient and is therefore recommended.
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1  Introduction

Ericsson is constructing a W-CDMA Base Station Transceiver for NTT DoCoM
The project is divided into several subprojects and Ericsson Erisoft in Luleå
responsible for the software development of the Common Controller subproj
There is a need of making the development processes more efficient, and e
cially in the verification area. This is supposed to be made possible by exten
the use of formal methods for testing. More information about the different me
ods, languages and tools is required to be able to choose the best and mos
cient ways of working.

TTCN is already in use as testing language, but today there are no good m
for how the testing should be done. Almost all work is done manually, and n
much of the work is reused. The test specifications are constructed from fun
tional descriptions and interface descriptions. They are now done as tables
FrameMaker documents. Then the TTCN test suites are manually construc
from the descriptions and specifications. Since changes occur in the docum
as well as errors, they have to be edited several times before the final versi
reached. This is not done in an efficient way today.

The goal of this master thesis is to evaluate and perhaps construct method
tools that will improve the work with the verification, and to try a selected meth
together with the other development methods and tools that are used today.
a comparison of the new method with the current method will be done.

The work will be divided into four parts of different sizes. The first part will be t
make an inventory over the different tools available for TTCN, and try to ident
the different advantages and disadvantages of each tool. Today the tool TT
Basic is used together with the ITEX editor from Telelogic, but better and m
suitable tools might be available. With more information about the other exist
tools, future decisions about what methods, languages and tools can be mad
ter. I will also recommend what tools to use.

In the second part I will look into the possibility of making the interface descr
tions in the ASN.1 format. Today the interface descriptions are made in differ
formats, c-files and as textual descriptions in FrameMaker documents. If th
could be done in ASN.1 instead, they would be in a more compact language
little room for misunderstandings. The ASN.1 descriptions could also be
imported by other tools and thereby reused. I will look at the different formats
interface descriptions, and at which tools that can reuse the ASN.1 descript

Today it takes too long time to create a good test specification. The goal of 
third part is to find out different methods that will reduce the time needed for
creation of these test specifications. One way could be to do them as sequenc
grams in a suitable format that could be reused for automatic generation of TT
test suites. I will also try to look at what has been done elsewhere. A metho
together with suitable tools, will be suggested for making the usage of the t
specifications more efficient.
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The method from the third part will then be used in the last part, a pilot stud
will try to generate the TTCN test suites using the method, and I hope that I co
try to execute the constructed TTCN test suites against a real target environm
to verify that they are correct and that the method worked. Then the new met
and the result of the new method will be compared with the method current
used, and some advantages and disadvantages will be pointed out.
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2  Brief Introduction to the Different Languages

Since it is not a goal of this work to give a complete course in the different l
guages, I will just try to go through them briefly and describe only what is nec
sary. For more information about the languages, please look into the given
references.

2.1  ASN.1 - Abstract Syntax Notation One

ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax Notation One) is a notation for specification of data
types and variables. ASN.1 is standardized by ITU-T, and the specification of
language is found in the ITU Recommendation X.680 [1].

The work with ASN.1 started in the early 1980s, and the proposed name wa
really ASN1, but since it often was misspelled or misread as ASNI (the Americ
National Standards Institute), the name was changed to ASN.1 after a requ
from ANSI. There exists some different versions of the language, and the o
most used is the 1994 version and the latest one, the 1997 version (released 1
The latest version is just some smaller corrections and additions to the 199
sion of the standard.

In ASN.1 types are considered abstract, the way that they could be represent
a computer or in a communication line are not considered. For an example,
integer type have values from minus infinity to plus infinity, the IA5String co
tains a string with no specified max length, the boolean type has the two abs
values true and false. In ordinary languages the size is always considered an
ranges of the values limited.

To make ASN.1 possible to translate into other types, you should use the S
operator. With the SIZE-operator you can specify the exact size of every type
structure. It is always recommended to use SIZE, otherwise the translation 
not be done in an effective way.

Here below is an example of how it might look like. First is a c declaration o
type and below it the same type defined in ASN.1.

struct mytype
{

int index;
int intarr[3];
char string[10];

};

mytype ::= SEQUENCE
{

index INTEGER,
intarr SEQUENCE SIZE(0..2) OF INTEGER,
string IA5String (SIZE(0..9))

}
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The way that ASN.1 is going to be used here, is to specify our data-structur
(messages, types and some more). This to be able to reuse them later, per
generate the same structures in c, and possibly reuse the descriptions by incl
then in SDL.

ASN.1 is supported by a large numbers of tools and languages. It can be dire
imported into SDL and TTCN, and there exists compilers to transform decla
tions in ASN.1 into c, c++, java and some other languages.

More information about ASN.1 can be found in the book ASN.1 Complete [
which is available for free on the internet.

2.2  MSC - Message Sequence Chart

Message Sequence Chart is a standardized form of arrow diagrams. It is al
standard specified by ITU-T (ITU Recommendation Z.120 [2]). The language
used for specification and description of the communication behavior of a sys

The use of sequence diagrams is old, but it took some time before the first 
dard was set in 1992. There have been different versions of the MSC langu
and the latest one is the 1996 version. It was in this version that the concep
High-level Message Sequence Chart (HMSC) was introduced.

The next version is planned to be released this year and will have the name
MSC2000. With this version some new, usable, features will be included in 
standard. Support for data types and variables are the most important ones
with those improvements it will be possible to do the whole test specification j
in MSCs.

The concept of MSCs is simple. There exists different instances, and they ha
header, a title and a body. The next standard symbol is the message. The me
is illustrated by an arrow that goes from the sender and points at the receiv
Above the arrow the name of the message is printed and below the arrow the
that is to be sent. Data inside structures is surrounded by parenthesis and do
data inside arrays by parenthesis and colons.

In MSCs there exists other symbols like timers (timer start, timer stop and tim
time-out), conditional statements, actions, creation and termination of insta
and some more.

Figure 1 is an example of a MSC. It consists of three instances with the nam
TP_AP, CPS and TP_CTRL_BUS. Above the middle instance I have indica
that this is the IUT, the implementation under test. The sequence starts with
message btsSVCNTReset that the instance TP_AP sends to CPS. CPS wi
send another message to TP_CTRL_BUS (SV_RESET_REQ) and send a r
signal back to TP_AP.
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The important wildcard symbol does not exist in MSC, and since these wildc
data fields must be illustrated in some way, I have inserted some dummy va
(like the string ‘AnyVal’ in figure 1) which later on will be translated into a wild
card value.

Figure 1.  An example of a MSC

Figure 2.  An example of a HMSC

CPS
IUT

TP_AP TP_CTRL_BUS

/* 'AnyVal' is transformed into ? by the use
of translation rules */

MSC Newtest

return_code

('AnyVal',0)

SV_RESET_REQ

('AnyVal',(.19,3,96.),2,1)

btsSVCNTReset

('0',(.2,1.))

MSC SOME_CASES 1(1)

CPS_5_BGC_1

CPS_5_BGC_5

CPS_5_BGC_10

CPS_5_BGC_13

CPS_5_BGC_17

CPS_5_HSC_16

CPS_4_HSC_6

CPS_4_HSC_1

CPS_4_HSC_1
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In figure 2 is an example of a HMSC. The HMSC consists of many MSCs a
each square symbolizes a MSC. With the HMSCs is it possible to connect the
ferent MSCs into tree structures, and from them is it easy to get a clear pictur
how the different MSCs is connected to each other. A HMSC can only have
starting point, but can have many ending points.

2.3  SDL - Specification and Description Language

SDL is really a high-level programming language. You can make complete 
tem descriptions in SDL, and from those descriptions you can generate comp
systems in c-code, TTCN-code or some other languages. The specification o
SDL standard can be found in the ITU Recommendation Z.100 [4].

The SDL system consists of diagrams illustrating a system in different layers.
top is the system diagram where the definitions of the messages, types and
data structures are. Here is also a picture of the system illustrating which m
sages that can be sent on which channels. For my usage of the language th
layer, the system diagram layer, is the only one I really used. The next layer is
block diagram, and here should each block in the system diagram (the sym
marked wit IUT in figure 3) be defined. It is rather similar to the system diagra
except that is has process symbols instead of the block symbols found in the
tem diagrams. The last layer is the process layer. Since I used MSC diagra
describe the behavior, I barely used these diagrams, only inserted a start pro
symbol and an end process symbol. In the process diagram you can specif
behavior of the described system, and this description can be done in such
detailed way that c-code can be generated from it.

The SDL is a complex language, and I will not try to explain it any further. It w
not a part of my work to learn it, I just had to do some diagrams to declare t
messages and types, this to be able to generate the TTCN suites from the 
descriptions.

Figure 3.  An example of a SDL-description

system Newtest 1(1)

SIGNAL
SV_RESET_REQ(QUEUE,
             CTRL_L3_HEADER,
             U16,
             U16),
btsSVCNTReset(QUEUE,
              BtsSVCNTReset),
return_code(QUEUE,
            Integer);

SYNTYPE QUEUE = IA5String
ENDSYNTYPE;

NEWTYPE BtsSVCNTReset STRUCT
   read_from_sdm U16;
   sdm_system U16;
ENDNEWTYPE;

NEWTYPE CTRL_L3_HEADER STRUCT
   pd U8;
   message_type U8;
   sender_address U16;
ENDNEWTYPE;

SYNTYPE U8 = Integer
ENDSYNTYPE;

SYNTYPE U16 = Integer
ENDSYNTYPE;

IUT
TP_AP

return_code,
initConf

btsSVCNTReset

TP_CTRL_BUS

SV_RESET_REQ
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From figure 3 you can see an example of how a system diagram can look lik
SDL. One thing worth mentioning is that elements of the signals (messages)
not be named in SDL, but that can the elements of the structs. From this foll
that when I later on generates the TTCN declarations of the SDL-defined sign
the signal elements will get strange, generated names. This is hard to do any
about since that is just the way SDL is constructed.

It is possible to include ASN.1 declarations of types and messages in SDL.

2.4  TTCN - Tree and Tabular Combined Notation

What is TTCN really? It stands for Tree and Tabular Combined Notation and
test notation specified and standardized by ITU-T[5]. I would also like to reco
mend The Tree and Tabular Combined Notation - A Tutorial [6]. It goes throu
the most of the standard in an easy way.

The method used is black box testing, where the SUT (system under test) i
looked on as a box with unknown content, and the internal functionality and st
tures are not considered. Stimuli is sent to the system, and then the respon
that stimuli is expected to be received.

Figure 4.  The Black Box Model

A test suite is built in a hierarchical structure where the smallest block, a sin
event, is just called test event. An event could, for an example, be a single mes
sent from or to the IUT. A sequence of test events is called a test step, and 
test steps can be combined into test cases. And finally, one or more test ca
together with the declarations of the variables, types and messages, become
test suite.

If the structure of the system is looked upon, it contains a MTC, Master Test C
ponent. There is also a possibility to start up one or more Parallel Test Com
nents, PTCs, to execute concurrent tests, but since no concurrent tests are u
the work of this thesis, the system will only have one test component. The M
is the one that controls the test execution, and from here the messages are s
or received from the Implementation Under Test (IUT).

The messages are either defined as ASPs (Abstract Service Primitives) or 
PDUs (Protocol Data Units). To shortly explain the difference between ASPs
PDUs, the ASP could be considered as a funnel. The data that are to be se
inserted into these funnels, and will then end up in the IUT (via a PCO). Th
funnels are bidirectional, so it is possible to both send and receive using them.
PDUs can be thought of as envelopes. The data is sorted and then put into
lopes, that are to be sent through the funnels (the PDUs are included in the AS

SUT

Stimuli

Response
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Both methods are possible to use, but when constructing large test suites the
haps PDUs should be used, since they improves the possibility of making a b
structure. All messages are sent or received via one or more Points of Contro
Observation (PCO). Here is each PCO a test port, and will work like a transla
and a FIFO-queue. The test ports will replace the parts of the real system s
rounding the IUT. They receives all messages from the IUT that are suppose
be sent out to the other parts of the system, and the IUT will also think that 
messages received from the test ports actually is messages received from th
tem.

This is the way a black box testing is to be done, the internal behavior of the I
is not considered and is neither of any interest. The only goal is to check tha
IUT behaves the way it is supposed to. A picture of how the system might lo
like is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5.  Test Architecture

The test suite consists of four parts, first a suite overview describing the test s
briefly, and it should give an understanding of the purpose of the test suite. A
that follows the declarations part. Here are all types defined as well as variab
constants, timers and PCOs. The third part is the constraints part. Here are A
and PDUs constraints defined. These could be thought of as complicated c
stants. Each constraint is a ASP or PDU type with values or ranges filled in. In
last part the dynamic behavior is specified. All test steps and test cases are de
here.

All declarations and definitions can also be done in ASN.1.

Implementation

Under Test

(IUT)

Master Test Component

(MTC)

PCO

PCO

System Under Test
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How do these declarations look like then? As the name of the language indica
they are done in tables and trees. The declarations and definitions are done
tables and the dynamic behavior in tree structures (declared within tables). In
ure 6 is a tree with events A-G defined. In the table to the right of the tree you
see the tree in the TTCN tabular format. The events (in the Behavior Descrip
column) are indented to show the tree structure. An event could be a send 
ment, a receive statement, start or stop a timer and so on. From figure 7 yo
see some send and receive events. A send event is symbolized with the ex
tion mark (‘!‘) and a receive event with the question mark (‘?’). The first line fro
the table in figure 7 is that the PCO TP_AP will send the message btsPhysica
cuit, and in the next line the PCO TP_CTRL_BUS will receive the message
VP_CONTROL_REQ.

In the next column, the Constraint Reference, is the values of the messages
ified, either is the values just written there, or a constant with specified value
constraint) can be named. In the fourth row of the table in figure 7, the sign
VP_CONTROL_CFM will be sent through the PCO TP_CTRL_BUS with th
constant C_VP_CONTROL_CFM. The message (ASP) VP_CONTROL_CFM
defined in figure 8, and the constant C_VP_CONTROL_CFM in figure 9.

In the column Verdict it could either stand PASS, FAIL, INCONCLUSIVE or
nothing. Whenever a verdict is reached, the sequence will get the verdict, but
continue the execution until a leaf is reached. Then the sequence will get a
report the latest verdict reached.

Figure 6.  A tree of different events and the corresponding TTCN table.

Figure 7.  Dynamic behavior of test step CPS_5_BGC_1

A B C

FD E

G

Tree

Nr Label Behaviour Descr Constraint Ref Verdict Comment

Test Case Dynamic Behaviour

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

D

G

E

B

C

F

Test Case Name: Example_case
Group:
Default:
Comments:
Description:

PASS

FAIL
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Figure 8.  Type definition of message VP_CONTROL_CFM

Figure 9.  Constraint Reference declaration from VP_CONTROL_CFM
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3  Part I: Inventory of the Different Tools Available for TTCN

I will try to make an inventory of the different tools available for TTCN. The too
that demands any special hardware to work properly will not be included. F
thermore will only the functions concerning the TTCN language of the tools
looked into.

3.1  TTCN Basic

TTCN Basic is a package that consists of the Ericsson made SCS (System
fication System) and the ITEX editor from Telelogic. Since SCS could be us
with any other editor, and could be bought separately from the ITEX editor, I h
chosen to just describe SCS here.

This is Ericsson’s own test-tool for TTCN. The work with it was started arou
1993 at Ericsson Finland (LMF) in Helsinki. Later on the ownership was tra
ferred to Ericsson Software Technology (EPK), Karlskrona. The reason for E
sson to start the development of SCS was simply that there were no other t
available with the desired functionality. This was the situation for the telecom
companies that wanted to start to use TTCN at that time. Nokia has for an ex
ple a similar solution to Ericsson’s, they also buys an editor (ITEX), and uses t
own TTCN-tool kit.

Figure 10.  Structure of SCS (System Certification System)

When you have created a test suite, for an example in ITEX, and wants to star
test execution of the suite, the first step would be to launch TTCN Manager.
tool consist of many smaller programs, which all are started from menus or
clicking on buttons.

*.mp
TTCN Translator

TTCN Executor

TTCN Manager TTCN Log
Monitor

TTCN Log
Formatter

Launcher

TP1 TP2

SUT
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file(s)
Log

files
.cfg
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TTCN Translator takes a TTCN test suite (of the mp-format) and translates it
the SCS internal format Executable Test Language (ExTeL). The TTCN file
usually called ATS, Abstract Test Suite. It should be possible to use this file in
tools that follows the TTCN standard. The ExTeL-file is also called ETS, Exec
able Test Suite. The ETS format is not standardized, it is an executable versio
the ATS, and the different tools have different formats for their ETSs.

Then TTCN Executor continues by executing the ExTeL-file, and sends data
test port. The test port is a “translator” and is specially written for the SUT (
tem under test). It receives the incoming data, translates the data for the test
ronment and then sends the transformed data to the SUT. The SUT can hav
or more test ports, depending on how many interfaces it has against other i
mentations. The SCS generates no c-code that later is executed, it interpre
ExTeL-code created by the TTCN Translator. In this way, some test cases ca
executed, and thereafter you could just select some other and execute them (
other tools would a phase of recompilation be necessary). Interactive executio
suites and sending single messages are also possible to do. The sequence ex
interactively can afterwards be saved as a test suite.

The result from the execution is presented in a window and is also saved as a
file. It is listings over which signals and what data sent and received and the e
tual verdicts. No graphical visualization of the result exists.

TTCN Basic costs 50.000 SEK/year. In that price the ITEX editor is included
you only want SCS (without ITEX), the price would be 35.000 SEK/year.

Right now EPK is investigating how to develop SCS in the future, and more in
gration with ITEX is planned. If you discover an error during execution, ITEX
will be launched with the erroneous line highlighted. A TTCN debugging too
integrated with ITEX is also planned. The goal is to be able to control both t
execution of the test cases and the system under test (SUT) from the debu
tool. Furthermore the graphical user interface (GUI) will be improved and so
new tools created, for example a configuration tool and a graphical logging 

The current version of TTCN Basic will be used until year 2002, and then th
will be a need for a new tool that supports the coming standard TTCN v3. T
want to keep the concept from TTCN Basic, but it is not clear if they will wri
the next tool or if they specifies it and some other vendor develops the new t
or modifies their own existing tool.

3.2  Telelogic Tau TTCN Suite

The Tau tool set by Telelogic consists of a number of tools. There also exist a
set for SDL named Telelogic Tau SDL Suite and one for UML named Telelo
Tau UML Suite. Here I will only look into the TTCN Suite, and perhaps mentio
the functionality of the others.
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Telelogic Tau TTCN Suite was originally released 1994, and some of the pa
included today is built on that version. The name is new for the 3.6 release, it
formerly just called ITEX (Interactive TTCN Editor and Executor). More and
more functionality has been included as the years has passed.

Figure 11.  Structure of Telelogic Tau TTCN Suite (ITEX)

In Telelogic Tau TTCN Suite there exist an editor named TTCN Framework (
same editor as TTCN Basic uses). In the editor there also is a built-in analy
which checks for both syntactic and semantic errors. There is also a possibili
export test suites to the Microsoft Word format.

The format that Telelogic Tau TTCN Suite uses for their ETS, Executable T
Suite, is an executable file. The ATS is translated into c-code, and is then c
piled and linked together with an adaptor to this executable file. The adapto
works much like the test port of TTCN Basic, it will be a translator between 
internal program executing the ETS and the SUT. But in this case it will be a p
of the ETS. Because of that will the ETS be of different formats depending o
it is to be executed in the TTCN Simulator or in the TTCN Validator. A ETS co
piled for the TTCN Validator can not be used in the TTCN Simulator and vic
versa.

For the translation and compilation the TTCN to C Compiler is used. It is the m
expensive part, but here Telelogic recommends that one licence for every 1
user should be bought. The license is only needed when the actual compili
done.

To be able to execute the ETS, the TTCN Exerciser has to be used. It is a new
in the 3.6 version, and have some nice features. There is a validator include
which can read stimulus from a file or perform random-walks through the te
cases. By the use of random-walks many errors can rather quickly be detecte
otherwise would have taken some time of testing to detect. The following err
can be detected: timer problems, deadlocks, endless loops and some other
problems.
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In TTCN Exerciser the TTCN Simulator is also included. The Simulator is us
for simulating the TTCN Test Suites, either in host environment or directly
against the SUT via an adaptor. The Simulation can be done in real-time or in
crete time simulation. Breakpoints can be inserted, and logs in the form of MS
is updated in real-time. In the TTCN Suite no MSC editor is included, and the
fore you have to buy an editor to be able to look at the MSCs created. In the T
logic Tau SDL Suite there is an MSC editor, and that editor can be bought
separately.

For Ericsson companies the tool TTCN Framework (ITEX) is leased for a cos
15.000 SEK/year. This is handled by Ericsson Software Technology, EPK. F
non-Ericsson companies the price for the editor is around 60.000 SEK. For
other parts of Telelogic Tau TTCN Suite Ericsson has not made any specific
ing deal, so they have to be bought as normal. The TTCN to C Compiler co
140.000 SEK and here Telelogic recommends one license for every 10th user
TTCN Exerciser costs 56.000 SEK, and here one license is required for each
The MSC Editor, from the Telelogic Tau SDL Suite, costs 4.600 SEK. For e
tool, there also exists an annual maintenance cost at 16% of the tools price

Improvements planned are that there will be possible to go directly from MS
to TTCN Suites. That will be made possible with the new MSC standard MS
2000. Now it is possible to go from MSC and descriptions in SDL to TTCN Sui
but Telelogic want to remove the SDL step and make the whole procedure ea

Telelogic is the market leader, and has recently acquired Verilog, and in the
generation of the tools (that will support the coming standards TTCN v3, SD
2000 and MSC 2000) they will try to take the best from the two companies to
and are aiming to be the first ones to release a tool for the new standards.

3.3  Contessa

The Contessa tool kit is constructed by Expert Telecoms, and builds on
TTCN*Expert, which was released in 1994. Contessa has two main compone
Contessa*Designer and Contessa*Campaigner. There also exist a tool for S
Safire, and a tracer, Avista*Tracer. Safire is used for running and validating S
systems, that then can be transferred into the Contessa tools. The test suit
executed on a virtual engine, and therefore can be executed interactively. T
whole package seems rather similar to the one that Telelogic is offering.
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Figure 12.  Structure of Contessa

The Contessa*Editor is an editor much like the ITEX-version included in SCS
also has a built-in analyzer which checks the test suites for syntactic and sem
errors.

Contessa*Designer is a bigger kit. It consists of the Contessa*Editor togeth
with a compiler that produces executable test suites (ETS). There are also 
Arrow diagram editor (used to document test scenarios) included in the Desig

Contessa has chosen an own execution model. They have constructed a 32-
tual processor, and the ETS consists of code that can be executed on this v
processor. Some adoption code has to be written so that the virtual processo
connect against the target, but this code is not linked into the ETS, it works m
like the test port of TTCN Basic.

The second part, Contessa*Campaigner, is used to execute and simulate th
cases. The ETS obtained from the Designer is loaded into the Test Campaign
tor, and there different cases or suites can be selected and executed on the v
processor connected to the target. The result of the execution is continuously
sented as arrow diagrams in the Test Report window during execution. The
cution can later be replayed in slow motion using the Animator tool.

Expert Telecoms is based in Germany, but has retailers all over the world, b
none here in Scandinavia. All contact with them is handled through their office
Stuttgart. The price for the different parts are: Contessa*Designer 90.500 S
Contessa*Editor (only the editor-part of Designer) 42.500 SEK and for Con
essa*Campaigner 90.500 SEK.

3.4  Clarinet System

In the Clarinet Systems no editor is included, you are supposed to already 
one or get one by yourself. As far as I know, they have no deal like EPK (SC
with a supplier of an editor that could be included in a combined package.
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The first tool, in this kit, to be used is the Clarinet TTCN Compiler. It compil
the mp-file (ATS) into c-code. Thereafter a custom c-file (adaptor) has to be w
ten for the target environment. Then a second compilation is performed and
executable file is the result. This file can then be executed from Clarinet.

However, the feedback from Acacia (the manufacturer) has not been good, s
I have only received one mail from them. I sent some more mails with more q
tions, but did not receive any more mail from them. Therefore I do not complet
understand how this tool works. Perhaps some hardware from them are req
to be able to execute test cases, and they might not sell to companies that 
want to buy the software parts.

The price for the Clarinet System is approximately 184.000 SEK, including 
days introduction in France.

3.5  Concerto/TTCN

Developed by Sema Group for France Telecom. My guess is that France Tele
had developed a similar kit like SCS, and needed an editor for that, and then a
Sema Group to develop one. It has a syntactic and a semantic error checking
some kind of built-in revision handling system.

I did not find any further information about this editor, and did not get any
answers to my questions.

3.6  Leonardo Browser

An editor created and executed in Java. The company behind this browser 
Vinci Communications Ltd. and is located in New Zealand. There are two ve
sions, the base version, that is available for free, and the pro version that co
7800 SEK. The differences between them are that the pro version has some
functionality, like more advanced browsing capabilities, the possibility to exp
into the html-format and some search-tools. This editor could be an alternativ
you are looking for a cheap TTCN editor with some basic functionality.

3.7  TTCN Reader

Constructed by Integrated Information Solutions Ltd. TTCN Reader is a vie
of TTCN suites. It runs in Windows and uses Word for displaying the suits. 
takes a mp-files as input, and creates tables in Word to make it easier to loo
It can use color coding and links to make the browsing easier.

It requires Windows with Word installed, and costs 4000 SEK.
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3.8  Conclusions

There are three big contenders, TTCN Basic, Telelogic Tau and Contessa. 
differ some in the way they work and the way they execute and translate code
have similar functionality.

With Telelogic Tau and Contessa you have the possibility to buy their SDL to
and with that is it possible to use SDL as the description language for the sys
and then reuse/transform those descriptions when writing test cases. Since T
Basic is using the ITEX from Telelogic as editor, the same possibility exists ev
here.

Since Ericsson Erisoft is already using TTCN Basic here, and have the sup
via ITEX for descriptions in SDL and MSC, I can not see any reason today 
change tool. At Ericsson Erisoft they already know how to use the tools tha
used today, and there is no major improvements in the other tools. The little
ative thing about TTCN Basic is that the result is only presented in text, while
other tools can present it as arrow diagrams (MSCs) as well. But in the nex
release TTCN Basic will also have this possibility.

If you are working in a small project with limited budget, then you might want
have a look at the cheaper tools. You will not get the support to SDL and M
but then you might only need, for an example, an TTCN editor and nothing mo
I would then recommend the Leonardo Browser from Da Vinci Communicatio
Ltd. It exists in one free version, and one with some more functionality for a pr
of 7800 SEK.

I can not see any use of the tool TTCN Reader, and since it was hard to ge
answers to my questions from the vendors of Concerto/TTCN and Clarinet 
tem, I can not recommend either of them.
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3.9  Table of TTCN Tools

Functionality Price*

Editor (ITEX)
Compiler
Executor

50.000 SEK/year

Editor
Compiler
Executor
Gr. Result Viewer

 195.000 SEK

15.000 SEK/year

Editor
Compiler
Executor
Gr. Result Viewer

181.000 SEK

Compiler
Executor

184.000 SEK

Editor ?

om Editor Free/7.800 SEK

Viewer 4.000 SEK

and
Table 1.  Some TTCN tools

* Maintenance costs not included (except TTCN Basic)

Product Manufactor Homepage

TTCN Basic Ericsson Software Technology (EPK) http://www.epk.ericsson.se/~epkttcn

Telelogic Tau TTCN Suite Telelogic http://www.telelogic.se

Contessa Expert Telecoms http://www.expert-telecoms.com

Clarinet System Acacia http://www.acacia-net.com

Concerto/TTCN Sema Group/France Telecom http://dis.sema.es/products/Concerto

Leonardo Browser Da Vinci Communications Ltd http://www.davinci-communications.c

TTCN Reader Integrated Information Solutions Ltd http://www.multilinker.com/ttcn.html
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4  Part II: Interface Descriptions in ASN.1

In this part I will investigate the possibility to write interface descriptions direct
in ASN.1, and will look at some tools that can convert the descriptions into 
code.

4.1  Interface Descriptions

I identified three different types of interface descriptions, Macro specificatio
Interwork descriptions and c-files (headerfiles). The c-files can rather easily
transformed into ASN.1, and from the other interface descriptions the definit
parts are also rather easy to do in ASN.1. The explaining parts are not possib
write in ASN.1, they should be done in textual descriptions, pictures or in so
other format that it is easier to describe in.

If the interfaces were written in the ASN.1 syntax, at least some benefits wo
be made. The definitions would be easier to understand, if they all use the s
standard, the risk for misunderstandings would be small. If no standard is s
fied and used, then there might be different standards used in different docum
which would make it harder to correctly understand them all.

It would make it more efficient, since the descriptions could be imported by ot
tools and languages (SDL, TTCN), and the structures would not be needed t
rewritten. There also exist compilers that can convert the ASN.1 descriptions
descriptions/structures in c-code. If the interface then changes, it would onl
necessary to edit the ASN.1 definition and recompile/import them to include
changes, otherwise test specifications, test cases, headerfiles and more file
have to be edited, and the more text to edit, the higher possibility of errors be
made

One thing that has been held against descriptions in ASN.1 is the efficiency. W
c you can specify the exact size of every type and would get the maximum us
of the memory. However the sizes can also be specified in the ASN.1 descript
and with an efficient compiler you would get the same efficiency here too.

4.2  Tools

There are many ASN.1 compilers available today and most of them works i
almost the same way. The compilers I have listed below all produces struct
and definitions in c-code. Some of the compilers also supports other format

Ola Ödling did construct an ASN.1 compiler here at Erisoft around 1994. It
mainly converted ASN.1 into C++ structures, and used the old ASN.1 stand
(1990). It could be updated to compile into C structures.

Of the compilers that I have found, the OSS ASN.1 Compiler seemed to be
one with the most functionality, but SNACC also looks good, especially since y
can edit the freely availably source code and get exactly the compiler you de
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Table 2.  Available ASN.1 compilers

Since ASN.1 can be included in TTCN and SDL, all TTCN and SDL editors c
also edit ASN.1 code, and most of them have support for it with syntactic an
semantic checks. At least Telelogic Tau TTCN/SDL Suite and Contessa supp
these features.

4.3  Conclusions

The disadvantage I found is that people might have to learn a new languag
new tools, the ASN.1 standard and the ASN.1 tools. Then some of the gains li
above could also be achieved with other specification standards, but they c
probably not be imported and reused as much as ASN.1.

If the interface descriptions were done while specifying the system, and if th
then could be reused while programming (generating c-code) and testing (g
ating TTCN) the gain achieved would be rather large.

It would then also be only one specified standard to write the interface desc
tions in, and if everybody follows that standard, the risk for misunderstandin
would also be reduced.

If the interface descriptions are to be reused, I would recommend the use o
ASN.1, but even if the interface descriptions are not to be reused, there would
be a good idea to investigate the use of ASN.1 for the interface descriptions

If an ASN.1 to C compiler is to be used, I would recommend the OSS ASN.
Compiler because it is the most complete compiler, or the SNACC thanks to
possibilities to adapt it after your specific needs.

Compiler
ASN.1 Standards

Supported
Manufactor

OSS ASN.1 Compiler 1990, 1997 OSS Nokalva Inc

PLC409 Compiler 1990 Atos Group

SNACC 1990 (Public Domain)

MAVROS Compiler 1990 INRIA

ASN1C 1994 Objective Systems Inc

Solstice ASN.1 Compiler 1990 Sun
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5  Part III: Minimize the Work with the Test Specifications

I will look into two different methods that could reduce the work with the tes
specification. The test specifications could either be written directly in TTCN
code, or you could do them in MSCs. In this part the different methods will on
be discussed theoretically.

Figure 13.  The specification and implementation of test cases

In the figure above is the whole process of specification and implementation
the test cases displayed. Task 1 defines the dynamic part of the test case, an
2 contains the static definitions.

5.1  Test Specifications Used Now

First the method used today at Ericsson Erisoft when creating the test spec
tions will be looked upon, so that possible improvements can be identified.

The test specifications are now done in the forms of tables and textual descrip
in FrameMaker. For an example of such a table, see table 3. Thereafter some
else gets that test specifications, and manually creates the TTCN code after t
The fact that it is often not the same person that writes the test specification a
one that implements the TTCN code, is a possible cause for errors.

Then when errors occur, the changes has to be done in all documents. Firs
changes must be applied on the specification documents, then the test spe
tions must be updated and then are the TTCN test suites updated. All these
changes are today made manually, and that is not an efficient way of workin

The table points out sequences from a FD, Functional Description, and con
some more information that is needed. This test specification responds to t
from figure 9.

TASK 1:
Definition of
Test Case

TASK 2:
Definition of
Data Types and
Default Contraints

Specification

TASK 3:
Implementation
of Test Case

Test Case
Specification

Standards and
Additional

Requrements

Data Type and
Default Constraint

Description

Test Case
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Table 3.  Example from a test specification

5.2  Test Specifications in TTCN

This method is today used at Ericsson Finland, LMF. There the test specificat
(task 1 from figure 9) are defined directly in TTCN, and the TTCN code will al
contain the static declarations (task 2 from the same figure). Since the spec
tions are done in TTCN, task 3 is automatically also done. For detailed des
tions of how these test specifications/test suites are constructed, see TTCN
Suite Writing Guide [7] and the example TTCN test suite
Suite_Writing_Guide_EX [8].

If this method is selected, the comments in the TTCN test specifications ha
be detailed and easy to understand. This specification is rather difficult to insp
The people that are present at these inspections must be familiar with TTCN
have a good understanding of how it works. The persons present at these i
tion are probably not those who writes the TTCN code, and therefore they m
not be so attracted to the idea of having to learn TTCN and inspect test spec
tions done in TTCN.

Even if they understood TTCN very well, it would still be rather difficult to get
good overview of the test cases. Everything is divided into tables, and to ge
information you have to search among these tables.

However, when people understand TTCN, the tree structure that is used for
describing the dynamic behavior is rather good. Many MSCs can be replaced
only one TTCN tree. The trees are built up the way that people thinks.

Take a look at the tree in figure 6. If action A takes place, then will either ac
D or E will take place depending on some conditions. These conditions are h
to illustrate in a MSC. You would probably have to do two different MSCs an
state a condition for when they will occur.

Test Case ID Description MRS Tag/FD Level

CPS-5-BGC-
1

Normal case

m1301;

VP_CONTROL_REQ on TP_CTRL.

(If VP-status change)
VP_STATUS_IND on TP_CTRL.

VP_CONTROL_CFM on TP_CTRL.

Return from m1301 on TP_AP.

Return shall be received within 100 milli
seconds.

ATM_pl_setup.1/

rev A ch 4.3

2
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What advantages would you get from doing the test specifications in TTCN th
It would save some time, instead of doing one separate test specification and
manually construct a TTCN test suite, you would write the test cases while 
ing the test specification. It would also make corrections faster and more effici
Instead of making the changes both in the test specification and the test suite
would only need to change in one document. And with fewer changes come
fewer possibilities of writing something wrong.

5.3  Test Specifications in MSCs

Lets now look into the possibility of writing the test specifications in MSCs.
Unfortunately it is not possible to do a complete test specification with the M
standard (it would only equal task 1 from figure 13). There is no way of defini
messages, types and variables in MSC, and without those definitions is it not
sible to construct the necessary static parts of a test specification. In the fut
with the coming standard MSC 2000 there will be support for all that, and th
the whole test specification can be done in just MSC. But for now, the MSC
needs to complemented with definitions in another language. ASN.1 would w
fine, and so would SDL too. If SDL was used, ASN.1 descriptions could be
imported and the Telelogic Tau tool Autolink could be used to generate TTCN
suites.

This is indeed very interesting, then the test specifications would have consi
of the MSCs, which are very easy to understand and to follow, and the ASN
descriptions included in SDL, which even could have been reused from other
uments. Finally TTCN test suites could have been generated from the MSCs
SDL diagrams.

When comparing the time needed for constructing the MSCs and SDL diagr
and then generating TTCN test suites with the time it would take to manually c
struct the test specifications and TTCN test suites, the difference would prob
be almost none. However, some differences will become visible when errors h
to be corrected, or if the test suites just would have to be edited in some way. T
you just would just have to change in the MSC/SDL diagrams and then regene
the TTCN test cases, comparing to the change-in-all-documents method. A
here again, the fewer changes, the smaller possibility for making errors.

To maximize the possible advantage with this method the whole developme
process should be included. Diagrams and definitions could be reused from
lier work. When specifying the system, MSCs and ASN.1 descriptions could
used. Then the descriptions possible to reuse, would have been used again
the FDs and IWDs (specification documents, will be described more in chap
6.2) are to be created, and then again reuse them as much as possible whe
structing the test specifications, and then finally automatically generate the 
suites. Surely some editing of the diagrams would have been needed, the v
filled in and other things, but probably a lot of them could have been reused
would have saved a lot of valuable time.
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But if the test specifications were done in MSC and ASN.1/SDL, but then th
would not be used to generate TTCN test suites, then I think that this metho
might be a little overkill. The cost for construction of the MSC and SDL diagram
is rather high, and if the TTCN code still is going to be constructed manuall
would consume a lot of time to make these more advanced test specificatio
can imagine that some still would have liked to go for the MSCs and ASN.1/S
test specifications, just because they are so easy to understand and still tog
contains all vital information. They are easy to inspect, you can get a good 
view with a HMSC of the cases, and could still locate and follow a single test s

5.4  Conclusions

When only looking at the test specifications, I would like to recommend that
test specifications should be done in TTCN. This method has already been
at LMF, and since there exist some TTCN knowledge at Ericsson Erisoft, th
method could be introduced at a rather small cost. But when looking at the wh
process, the other method, test specifications in MSCs, could generate larg
gains if the system documents could be reused.

There would be no point in investigating and trying to do a “pilot” on test spe
fications in TTCN, since that method already is in use at LMF, and therefore
results and gains are already known. Therefore I will try to use MSCs and the
tool to try to see how that would work in the next part.
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6  Part IV: Automatic Generation of Test Suites in TTCN

In this part, I will try to use the method that I found as the most interesting one
the third part and will try to take one actual test step and go from the descri
documentation and see if I ends up with something similar to what has been d
manually.

6.1  Investigations

I started with a very simple test step, just to learn the tools and the languages
to make sure that I was able to transform anything at all. I took me some tim
going through some tutorials, reading the manual and calling the support be
I succeeded with my first little example.

In the picture below the method I used is described. I searched/looked up in
mation from the specification documents (FDs, IWDs and the Macro Specifi
tion), and from the information I constructed the MSCs and the SDL descriptio
Then I used the created MSCs and SDL descriptions to generate the TTCN
suite. I will describe the process more in detail later.

Figure 14.  The Method

Msg Defs

Msg ValuesSys Structure

Sequences

Macro Spec

TTCN

MSC

IWDFD

SDL
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6.2  System Description

The system that is to be tested is a base station. It consist of many subsyst
and each subsystem does usually consists of both hardware and software. 
subsystem can communicate with the others using different interfaces. The
(which is the subsystem that I am going to test) has two interfaces, the API
the CTRL-BUS (both are marked with grey in the picture below). These two
replaced with test ports that will send and receive the messages from and t
SUT.

Figure 15.  The structure of the system

The communication from and to the CPS is described in detail in some doc
ments. In the Macro Specification is the communication between the API and
CPS described. Every call against the CPS is done using a function call (ma
and here every macro is described, what types, ranges, return codes and rep
forms of mail notices. This is the way a user can send in commands and sign
the user interface.

When information about the communication with the rest of the subsystem 
required, there are two documents to look into, the Functional Description (
and the Interwork Description (IWD). In the FDs the sequences are describe
specifies what internal signals/messages that are sent as a counteraction o
event (macro executed, button pressed, signal received). I have included an e
ple (figure 16) from a FD. It describes one of the test sequences that will be tr
formed.

Maybe I should point out that the arrow diagram on the next page describes
sequences for both the CP-CNT and the SV-CNT simultaneously, and since
the CP-CNT that is to be tested, one of the VP_STATUS_IND messages ca
ignored (the one sent to SVS).

CPS SVS HWYS

X Y

CTRL-BUS

API
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Figure 16.  The test step CPS_5_BGC_1 from a FD

In the arrow diagram above the sequence of the messages in this specific tes
is shown. The user executes the macro btsPhysicalCircuit, and as a result of
the CP-CNT sends the message VP_CONTROL_REQ via the CTRL-BUS to
HWYS. Then the HWYS will reply with the messages VP_STATUS_IND an
VP_CONTROL_CFM, and as a result of that, a return code will be returned to
user (CP-CNT-AP).

When more information about the messages is needed there are some docu
to look closer into. For more information about the messages sent over the 
trol Bus, the document to look into is the correct IWD, a document that descri
the messages sent over a specific interface. At the top of the next page you
find some tables taken from the IWD that defines the types of the message
VP_CONTROL_CFM. The first table (table 4) describes what elements the m
sage consists of and has references to the table containing the definition of th
ment. An example of a definition of a message element is shown in table 5. In
table the type and the valid ranges of the message element can be found. I
last type of table in the IWDs, Message Type Numbers (table 6), is the mes
numbers (IDs) of every message defined and there is also a brief descriptio
what every message does. These message numbers are used by the test po
sent as parameters in a header sent together with every internal message. T
port looks at the header, and uses the message number to put the data into th
rect data structure.

HWY(either)CP/SV-CNT-AP CP/SV-CNT
1301 btsPhysicalCircuit

1301 Return code

VP_CONTROL_REQ

VP_CONTROL_CFM

circuit set
VP_STATUS_IND(to CPS)*

VP_STATUS_IND(to SVS)*

Check if OK to set circuit

* only if status was changed.

Start timer =
100ms
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Table 4.  Excerpt from the table “Message Contents”

Table 5.  Excerpt from the table “Information Element Coding”

Table 6.  Excerpt from the table “Message Type Numbers”

With the information from these documents is it possible to construct the M
and SDL-diagrams.

6.3  Create MSC

When constructing the MSCs the MSC Editor from Telelogic is used. The too
easy to use, and the MSCs are easy to edit. All the arrow diagrams from the
were made using FrameMaker, and even if the suggested method wont be 
the usage of a MSC Editor is recommended. It would improve the efficiency a
when creating and editing the MSCs.

The first step when constructing the MSC is rather simple. It is just to copy 
arrow diagram found in the FD. If comparing the MSC below with the arrow d
gram from the FD (figure 16), a lot of similarities and some differences can 
found. At first, the timer has been left out. This is because timers may not be u
in MSCs that are to be translated using the Telelogic tool Autolink. If it shou
exist timers in the TTCN-code, then they have to be inserted manually afterwa
But since all communication via the CTRL-BUS will be replaced with a test po
in this example, there would not be any point in measuring how fast the test
would respond. So in this specific test step, the timer is unnecessary.

Secondly the squares with actions in them are also left out. These squares
be translated and could as well have been included as they do not affect the
lation at all, but they were left out just to simplify the making of the MSCs.

Message Name: VP_CONTROL_CFM

Information Element Remarks

 PLN ref. 5.1.3

 VPI ref. 5.1.4

 Result(VP_CONTROL_CFM) ref. 5.1.78

Type Usage Range

U16 PLN 0-5

Value Name Description

0x47 VP_CONTROL_CFM Confirmation of request to
change state of VP link
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And finally, the messages now have their values filled in. Since it was not a
of this Master Thesis to learn the system and select suitable values for eac
step, the values were just taken from the manually constructed test suite. Th
ues were, however, checked against the specification documents (IWDs an
Macro Specification) to make sure that they all were valid.

When looking at the MSC below, it might be useful to know that values insid
structs are surrounded by (. .), and values inside arrays with (: :). In the pre
MSC standardis there no way to specify wildcards, so as stated in the comme
the MSC, some values will be transformed into wildcards in a later step.

Figure 17.  MSC of test step CPS_5_BGC_1

There is possible to draw High-level MSCs, HMSCs, to connect some test s
into one or more test cases. Each square in the HMSC equals to one MSC
the one in figure 17). For example the HMSC at the next page (figure 18) will g
erate two different test cases, both starting with the same test steps, but endi
in different ways.

These HMSCs are very useful, because they visualizes the sequences in a pe
complicated sequence of test steps. From the HMSC is it rather easy to see
steps that are required before you can execute a specific test step. Often th

TP_CTRL_BUSCPS
IUT

TP_AP

/* The values 'AnyVal' and 000 are transformed into ? */MSC CPS_5_BGC_1

VP_CONTROL_CFM

('0', (.22,71,16.), 0, 0, 0)

return_code

('AnyVal', 0)

btsPhysicalCircuit

('0', (.0,0,0,0,5,
(:41,42,43,44,45:).))

VP_STATUS_IND

('0', (.22,74,16.),0,0,2,1,0,1,
0,0,1000,4,(:41,42,43,44:))

VP_CONTROL_REQ

('AnyVal', (.22,70,224.),0,0,
000, 000, 000, 000, (:000:))
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some initializing steps that always have to be executed, some steps require
the target is in a specific state and perhaps are other steps required before o
the steps. I think that these HMSCs are good at illustrating such things.

Nested HMSCs are not possible to transform to TTCN test cases, so there 
only be only layer of them.

Figure 18.  HMSC of some test steps

6.4  Create SDL-diagrams

The tool that was used when creating the SDL diagrams is the SDL Editor f
Telelogic. This editor is, like the MSC Editor, an easy and good tool. Both edit
have many similarities, and since they both are parts of the Telelogic Tau S
Suite, the similarities are not surprising.

To be able to transform the MSCs into TTCN, some SDL diagrams have to be
ated. This is because there is no way of defining signals and types in MSC.
first diagram is the system diagram. This diagram consists of two parts, a sp
cation of the SUT and then the definitions of signals and types. From the FDs
the information about how the system is constructed fetched, as well as wh
instances who sends the different messages (the system specification part).

MSC SOME_CASES 1(1)

CPS_5_BGC_1

CPS_5_BGC_5

CPS_5_BGC_10

CPS_5_BGC_13

CPS_5_BGC_17

CPS_5_HSC_16

CPS_4_HSC_6

CPS_4_HSC_1

CPS_4_HSC_1
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the IWDs are the definitions of the types and signals taken, and finally is the in
mation of the external messages (the macros) taken from the Macro Specific
document.

In the figure below it is possible to see the top-layer description that shows 
SUT and its interfaces (in SDL they are called channels). In this layer are all
nals and types defined. In figure 19 only the first page is shown, there actua
exists two more pages of signal and type definitions.

Figure 19.  SDL description of the system (system diagram)

As you can see from the figure, there is no naming of the different elements
each signal consist of. There is no support for doing that in SDL, and from t
follows that the elements of the messages will get generated, somewhat co
ing, names in the generated TTCN-code (it will actually be the name of the 
ment concatenated with a serial number). There is, however, possible to nam
types that structs consists of, and these names will be kept when translatin
types to TTCN. A work-around could be to make each message contain just
struct, which would consist of all message elements. Due to the structure o
test environment used in this work, was it not possibly to use this method.

system CPS_INC_5 1(3)

/* These types are made so that
    it will be easier to transform
    them using a script later */

SYNTYPE QUEUE = IA5String
ENDSYNTYPE;

SYNTYPE U8 = Integer
ENDSYNTYPE;

SYNTYPE U16 = Integer
ENDSYNTYPE;

/* Indextypes. Needed,
    but not transformed */

SYNTYPE Index16 = Integer
   constants 1:16
ENDSYNTYPE;

SIGNAL
btsPhysicalCircuit(QUEUE,
              BtsPhysicalCircuit),
VP_CONTROL_CFM(QUEUE,
              CTRL_L3_HEADER,
              U8,
              U8,
              U8),
VP_STATUS_IND(QUEUE,
              CTRL_L3_HEADER,
              U8,
              U8,
              U8,
              U8,
              U8,
              U16,
              U8,
              U8,
              U32,
              U8,
              U8Arr);

NEWTYPE BtsPhysicalCircuit STRUCT
   phys_line_no U16;
   vpi U16;
   vpi_band U16;
   cdv U16;
   no_vci U16;
   vci U16Arr;
ENDNEWTYPE;

NEWTYPE CTRL_L3_HEADER STRUCT
   pd U8;
   message_type U8;
   sender_address U16;
ENDNEWTYPE;

NEWTYPE U8Arr
   ARRAY(Index16, U8)
ENDNEWTYPE;

IUT
TP_AP

return_code,
mailSelfCardStatus

btsPhysicalCircuit,
btsPhysicalCircuitRelease,
btsSelfCardStatus,
btsSVCNTReset,
btsSystemReset

TP_CTRL_BUS

BW_RELEASE_ALL_CFM,
CAC_CFM,
CLOSE_CONN_REQ,
PLN_RELEASE_CFM,
SV_RESET_REQ,
SYSTEM_RESET_REQ,
VP_CONTROL_REQ

BW_RELEASE_ALL_REQ,
CAC_REQ,
CLOSE_CONN_CFM,
PLN_RELEASE_REQ,
VP_CONTROL_CFM,
VP_STATUS_IND
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The two other types of SDL diagrams are needed, the block diagram and the
cess diagram. These diagrams do not add anything to the system (no new de
tions), they are just needed for the translation. The block diagram is describ
the block IUT found in the system diagram (figure 19). It is almost the same
the part describing the system in the system diagram, with the IUT block sym
replaced with a CPS process symbol and then all signals going from and to
process are listed (in the same way as in the system diagram). In the last diag
the process diagram, the behavior of the process CPS is described. But sinc
behavior is already described in the MSCs, it only contains a start process sym
followed by a end process symbol.

6.5  Generate TTCN

With the MSC and SDL diagrams created, the next step will be to start the ge
ation of the TTCN test suite.

6.5.1  Test Suite Generation

In this part, the tools are again parts of the Telelogic Tau SDL Suite. The comp
is used to compile the SDL system and generate a SDT Validator. This valid
is then started and for the translations the subtool Autolink is used. To gene
TTCN, one MSC/HMSC has to be selected. The MSC that is selected will
become a test case, and if a HMSC is selected, more than one test case co
generated. All MSCs that are included in the HMSC will be transformed into t
steps.

Translation rules can be specified, and they will automatically be applied on
generated test cases. These rules must be defined before the generation of
test cases and could either be written directly in the tool or loaded from a fil
These translation rules works very much like a script, performing search-an
replace operations. Translation rules is used for naming the constraints, an
transforming selected values into wildcard symbols. Here is an example of 
the translation rules might look like:

TRANSLATE "VP_CONTROL_REQ"
CONSTRAINT NAME "C_" + $0
MATCH $1="?"
MATCH $5="?"
MATCH $6="?"
MATCH $7="?"
MATCH $8="?"
MATCH $9="?"

END

This example will work on the message VP_CONTROL_REQ, and will name
constraint to C_ concatenated with the name of the message (parameter $0
resulting in the name C_VP_CONTROL_REQ. Then it will replace the para
ters 1, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 with a wildcard symbol (‘?’).
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It is currently only possible to replace values with wildcards at the lowest lev
If there should exist nested structures, then the translations rules are not ap
ble. In the future versions of Telelogic Tau this will be possible, but for now th
have to be done manually or with some handmade script.

It is possible to generate either PDUs or ASPs. Since no PDUs are used in
existing, handmade, TTCN test suites, there is no reason for transforming i
PDUs. The test cases would then not be comparable, and one of the main th
that I wanted to do was to compare the generated TTCN test cases with tho
manually done.

6.6  Script (Adjustments and Error Corrections)

Now there should exist a generated TTCN test case, with the translation ru
applied on. The next step is to make some more corrections and changes to a
them against the existing test ports and environment. For this I have constr
a simple perlscirpt. By constructing a script doing these changes, it will mak
future regenerations much easier to do.

The script that I constructed corrects an error that I found (and reported to T
ogic). If the type IA5String is used in a SDL diagram, it will be translated into
non-existing type named CharString in TTCN. The script will just rename th
type back to IA5String again. This bug will be corrected in Telelogic Tau versi
4, which just has been released.

In the current testing environment some new types are introduced. These type
not a part of the TTCN or ASN.1 standard, but have been added to be unders
by the tool TTCN Basic. These types can of course not be generated with the
tool, so in the SDL descriptions (see figure 19) the types are added (U8 and
(stands for unsigned integers of the sizes 8 and 16 bits)). The script will als
replace the definitions of these types with the correct ones (for an example IN
GER ENC INTLENGTH (8)), together with the other non-standardized type

The last thing fixed in the script, is the insertion of the IMPLICIT tags togeth
with the correct values, which are fetched from a textfile. The IMPLICIT tags a
just a way of making the messages unique. Each message will get a unique
ber as an ID, so that each message could be recognized rather easily. TTCN
uses this feature for putting the received data into the correct datastructure. T
is no support for generating these tags in the Tau tools, so this work is done
pletely by the script.

After the script has done its work, there are still some things that just have t
done manually, or they can also be implemented as parts of another script.
example the sizes of the arrays. The sizes have to specified in the SDL design
the sizes have to specified in TTCN, but for some strange reason, the sizes a
translated, so they have to be inserted.

Then there are some things that are not possible to generate, and are not v
anywhere in the design. The most important of these are the timers and the
of variables in MSCs. Why the timers are important is rather obvious, but perh
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not why variables are so important. Consider this example, a message is se
the IUT and as a result a process will be allocated from a processpool. The
will respond with the id of the allocated process if successfully, otherwise wit
negative number. When communications is to take place with the allocated 
cess, the id has to be sent in as a parameter so that the correct process will g
messages. A parameter that is obtained from an earlier received message,
required in a later message in the sequence. The value of the parameter ne
be saved in a variable, so it can later on be used again.

6.7  Test Execution

Now when the generated TTCN test suites have been adjusted and corrected
are ready for test execution. The tool used for this execution is TTCN Basic,
the test cases will be executed against the real target, the CP-CNT card.

When the tool is started and configured, the CP-CNT-card is set up and con
tion is established, it is just to select the test case you want to execute and 
on a button to start the execution. In the logging window all data sent to and
received from target will be displayed, together with the pass or fail verdicts
where they are inserted. This log could also be saved in a file for later use.

All the test steps that I had generated passed, and that showed that it is po
to use this method.

6.8  Comparison of Manual and Generated TTCN Suites

I will start with the negative part, the disadvantages, and then end up with th
advantages of generation of test cases. The manually written TTCN test su
included in Appendix A, and the generated TTCN test suite in Appendix B.

6.8.1  Disadvantages

All these disadvantages are things that have to be fixed/solved after the act
Autolink generation, either by a script or manually.

6.8.1.1  Signal Definitions

There is no way of naming the elements in the signal definitions in SDL. As
result of this, the signal elements will get generated, confusing names in TT
(see the “ASN.1 ASP Type Definition” tables in App B for examples of these
names). There exists ways of going around this problem, you could for exam
use the “syntype” constructor and make a new pseudotype for each unique
ment in the signals, and then rename them to the correct name by impleme
a script
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6.8.1.2  Variables in MSC

Figure 20.  Figure illustrating the need for variables in MSC

In this example the correct id have to be sent to the IUT, and there is no way t
advance know what id the IUT will respond with. But if variables could be use
the id allocated in Sig 2 could be saved in a variable, and then the correct v
could be used in Sig 3, but this is unfortunately not possible to do in MSCs. TT
does of course support the use of variables, and so does SDL.

I have not found a work-around for this problem, this must be fixed by editing
TTCN suites afterwards, either by a script or manually. In the next version o
MSC, MSC 2000, a data language for defining types and variables will be
included, and so will timer constraints and improved structural concepts. Th
will make it possible to solve this problem and also make it possible to skip 
SDL descriptions and generate TTCN from just MSCs.

6.8.1.3  Timers

There exists support for timers in MSC, SDL and TTCN, but there is no supp
in the Autolink tool for translating timers from MSC to TTCN. Autolink will not
even work with a timer defined in the MSC, so you have to remove existing tim
from the MSC before you can start translating them. This behavior did I find k
of strange, why not just ignore the timers (like with the action and state symb
when translating, instead of ending up with a bunch of errors? In a future vers
of Autolink and Tau (but not in version 4), there will be possible to translate ti
ers from MSC to TTCN, but nobody knows when that version will be release

If you want timers in TTCN, you have to add them by yourself.

6.8.1.4  Sizes of Arrays in SDL

The sizes of the arrays must be specified in the SDL descriptions, and the a
in the MSC descriptions are checked after these sizes, but the sizes are not
lated into the TTCN declarations. This is rather easily fixed with a simple sc
applied on the generated file (just to insert the sizes in the type declarations

TP IUT

Sig 1

Sig 2

Sig 3

[a]

[x, id, y]

[id, z]
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6.8.1.5  PCO Type Definition

The name of the generated PCO can not be changed, but if the whole test su
generated, there is no need to change the name. But if the generated test sui
going to be merged with an already existing suite, then the name must be chan
This is, however, very easy to do, just open the test suite in an editor and ren
the PCO.

6.8.1.6  Summary of Limitations

The largest problems are the lack of variables in MSC and the timers that can
be transformed. The rest are rather easily and quickly fixed. But then again,
the manual method these things still would have been done manually. It is ha
to edit a generated TTCN test case than one that is manually written though,
because Autolink just prints all declarations in one long row, but when some
writes them manually they indent the declarations so they are easier to read
to edit.

6.8.2  Advantages

6.8.2.1  Easier to Understand MSC

If an error is found in the test suite during execution, the test executor will h
to follow the message sequence. The sequence is easier to follow when loo
at MSCs describing the sequence, than looking at the TTCN code. This is als
case with inspection of the test cases. Most people can easier understand a
low sequences in MSC than sequences in TTCN.

6.8.2.2  Structure

The test suites that are used today are poorly structured. The constraint de
tions are done within the dynamic part, no constraint references are used. W
these constraint references and perhaps even the use of parametrized cons
references, the duplicated information will be reduced to a minimum.

Constraint Name : C_Test Constraint Name : C_Test(ProcNr: Integer)
ASP Type : ASPType ASP Type : ASPType
Constraint Value : Constraint Value :

{ {
proc 0, proc ProcNr,
queue_ix 100, queue_ix 100,
retval 0 retval 0

} }

Figure 21.  Constraint Reference and Parametrized Constraint Reference
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A constraint reference is like a constant, it is either a PDU or ASP type with
ues defined for each element in it. A parametrized constraints reference is 
straint reference with one or more parameters. Some values are fixed like i
ordinary constraint reference, but when you use it you also give the parame
value.

Constraint references are possible to use without generation, but are not us
today. They will be automatically created when generating TTCN. The use 
constraints references is highly recommended.

6.8.2.3  Regeneration

Since nobody is ever going to create a perfect test suite at the first try, there
be corrections to the test suite, and here are some big gains visible. The error
now either be in the SDL descriptions of the system, or in the MSC sequen
These errors will be corrected, and then a regeneration will take place. This
apply the corrections in all generated cases. Otherwise an error might have
needed to be corrected in many places, and then it is not even sure that all co
tions are done correctly. When generating will either all become correct, or t
all will remain erroneous.

When considering that regenerations probably will take place, it is clearly visi
that there probably is better to create a script that takes care of the necessar
ing after generating the TTCN test suites, otherwise the same editing would h
to be done manually after each regeneration. Since these scripts are rather qu
and easily done, there is really no reason not to create them.

It is also rather easy to extend the generated TTCN test suites with some mor
cases, the system is already defined, it is just to add any new messages and
the new sequences in the MSCs, adapt the corrections scripts and then regen
This is done quicker than adding the new test cases manually.

6.8.2.4  Summary of Gains

The gains of the generated test suites are mostly visible when regenerating
recting and editing the suite. If someone would write a perfect test suite manu
then would it probably be very hard to make it more efficient with any other
method, but those perfect test suites are almost impossible to do, so there w
more efficient to generating TTCN from SDL and MSC. The suites will autom
ically get a good structure, be easier to understand and will demand much 
work with corrections and editing.

6.9  Conclusions

When considering the cost in time to make the first TTCN test suite, then the g
of generation is almost none. The gain will be visible when the test suites n
to be corrected or new sequences needs to be added.
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If the suites are generated, they will be structured in a good way. Surely they c
be written manually in this good structure, without any generation, but at Erics
Erisoft this has not been done yet.

Some editing still have to be done manually, and I recommend that a script
implemented for that. A script would take somewhat longer time to create th
just doing the editing manually, but if the suites have to be regenerated one
more times, the script will pay off. Perhaps in the future, the tools and langua
have reached so far that the whole process can be done automatically, but t
not the case now.

The big gain would be if the diagrams could be used earlier in our developm
process. When the specification documents are written now, the arrow diag
are drawn in FrameMaker. They could instead be done in a MSC editor. It wo
be easier to do them, and then they could be reused in our test process. The s
and message descriptions (now in the IWDs) could also be done in a way so
it would be possible to reuse earlier work. The system description is easily d
in SDL, and the message declarations is also suitable to do in SDL (or perh
ASN.1 or the coming standard MSC 2000). Since these documents will be
inspected and approved, they will hopefully be completely correct. If these
approved documents would be used to generate test suites, the possibility fo
ting good and correct test suites fast will increase a lot, and the time neede
creating the suites will decrease. These gains are not possible to reach if the
ification documents continuously will be done in FrameMaker and the TTCN t
suites created manually.
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7  Final Conclusions

To make the work with verification more efficient, the keyword is reuse. If
descriptions can be reused in different specifications, then time is saved an
descriptions will also become as correct as possible. It will make the work w
corrections much easier and less time consuming. Since specifications ofte
includes arrow diagrams to illustrate the sequences, I would like to suggest
MSC should be used. MSC is very good at describing sequences in an easy
Almost everybody can follow and understand a MSC. With the present stand
of MSC, there is a need for a data specification language.

I think that there is a need for a standardized specification language, and tha
language should be used in all specifications. This will make the specificatio
clearer and will reduce the risk of misunderstandings. The advantage of AS
comparing to other languages is the large possibility to import and use it in o
tools and languages. I do not think that there is any other languages that ar
widely supported in this area.

With sequences in MSC and data specifications in ASN.1 (and some minor
framework in SDL) it is today possible to generate TTCN test suites. With th
MSC 2000 version of the standard it will be possible to specify data. Then it w
be possible to create the TTCN suites from just MSCs, or MSCs with includ
specifications in ASN.1. There is however no tool available that supports th
today, but Telelogic have stated that they will create such a tool.

What tools to use then? For now I can not see any reason to exchange the T
Basic tool with another tool. Telelogic is the tool vendor that seems to be m
active with developing new tools and improving their existing tools. By the use
the ITEX editor it will be possible to use their other tools that are used to prod
the TTCN code edited in ITEX. Then the interactive way of executing from SC
still could be used. Since TTCN Basic is already in use, people already know
to use it and will not be necessary to learn how to use a new tool.
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8  Terminology

API Application Program Interface
ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation 1
ASP Abstract Service Primitives
ATS Abstract Test Suite
CP Coordination Procedures
CP-CNT Call Processing Controller
CPS Call Processing Subsystem
EPK Ericsson Software Technology
ETS Executable Test Suite
ExTeL Executable Test Language
FD Functional Description
HMSC High-level MSC
HWYS Hard-wired Transmission Subsystem
ITEX Interactive TTCN Editor and Executor
ITU International Telecommunication Union
ITU-T ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector
IUT Implementation Under Test
IWD Interwork Description
LMF Ericsson Finland
MP Machine Processable
MSC Message Sequence Chart
MTC Master Test Component
PCO Point of Control and Observation
PDU Protocol Data Unit
PTC Parallel Test Component
SCS System Certification System
SDL Specification and Description Language
SDT SDL Design Tool
SNACC Sample Neufeld ASN.1 to C Compiler
SUT System Under Test
SVS Supervision and Maintenance Subsystem
TTCN Tree and Tabular Combined Notation
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 Appendix A: The Manually Created TTCN Test Suite
Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

1

Test Suite Overview

I

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

2

Test Suite Structure

Suite Name : CPS_INC5

Standards Ref :

PICS Ref :

PIXIT Ref :

Test Method(s) :

Comments :

Test Group Reference Selection Ref Test Group Objective Page Nr

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

3

Declarations Part

II

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

4

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : BtsCellParameterSet

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE {
    no_matmid  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    par  SEQUENCE SIZE(0..8) OF Cellpar
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : BtsPhysicalCircuit

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE {
    phys_line_no  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    vpi  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    vpi_band  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    cdv  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    no_vci  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    vci  SEQUENCE SIZE(0..16) OF INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16)
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : BtsPhysicalCircuitRelease

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE {
    phys_line  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    vpi  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16)
}

Detailed Comments :
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Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

5

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : BtsSVCNTReset

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE {
    read_from_sdm  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    sdm_system  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16)
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : BtsSelfCardStatus

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE {
    queue_ix  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    time_const  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16)
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : BtsSystemReset

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE {
    sdm_system  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16)
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : CTRL_L3_HEADER

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE{
pd  U8,
message_type  U8,
sender_address  U16
}

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

6

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : Cellpar

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE {
matmid  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_phys_line  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_vpi  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_vci  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_cid  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_tx_qual_cls  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_fwd_max_bit  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_fwd_avg_bit  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_fwd_max_sig  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_fwd_avg_sig  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_rev_max_bit  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_rev_avg_bit  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_rev_max_sig  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
matmid_rev_avg_sig  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16)
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : MailSelfCardStatus

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE {
    macro_no  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    status_flag  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    self_card_ser  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    self_sup1  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    self_sup2  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    other_card_ser  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    other_sup1  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16),
    other_sup2  INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16)
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : QUEUE

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

[99565622] IMPLICIT IA5String

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

7

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : U16

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16)

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : U32

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(32)

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : U8

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(8)

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : VP_T

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE{
pln  U8,
vpi U8,
dip_switch U8,
vp_allocate U8,
vp_status U8,
alarm_details U16,
vpi_band U8,
hwy_type U8,
available_bw U32,
no_of_vci U8,
vci SEQUENCE SIZE (0..16) OF U8
}

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

8

Test Suite Variable Declarations

Variable Name Type Value Comments

Def_queue QUEUE "0"

Detailed Comments :
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Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

9

PCO Type Declarations

PCO Type Role Comments

VxWork LT

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

10

PCO Declarations

PCO Name PCO Type Role Comments

TP_AP VxWork LT

TP_CTRL_BUS VxWork LT

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

11

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : BW_RELEASE_ALL_CFM

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[19022]IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   pln U16,
   vpi U16,
   vci U16,
   result U16
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : BW_RELEASE_ALL_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[19021]IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   matmid U16
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : CAC_CFM

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[19020]IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   result U16
}

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

12

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : CAC_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[19019]IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   macro BtsCellParameterSet
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : CLOSE_CONN_CFM

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[22069] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   result  U8
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : CLOSE_CONN_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[22068] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   hdlc_address  U16
}

Detailed Comments :
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Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

13

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : PLN_RELEASE_CFM

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[19026]IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   pln U16,
   vpi U16,
   result U16
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : PLN_RELEASE_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[19025]IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   pln U16,
   vpi U16
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : SV_RESET_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[19003] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   ap_location  U16,
   sdm_system  U16
}

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

14

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : SYSTEM_RESET_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[19005] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   sdm_system  U16
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : VP_CONTROL_CFM

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[22071] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   pln U8,
   vpi U8,
   result U8
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : VP_CONTROL_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[22070] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   pln U8,
   vpi U8,
   vp_control U8,
   cdv U8,
   vpi_band U8,
   no_of_vci U8,
   vci SEQUENCE SIZE(0..16) OF U8
}

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

15

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : VP_STATUS_IND

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[20074] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE{
   proc QUEUE,
   header  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
   vp VP_T
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : btsPhysicalCircuit

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[300] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
    proc  QUEUE,
    param1  BtsPhysicalCircuit
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : btsPhysicalCircuitRelease

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[302] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
    proc  QUEUE,
    param1  BtsPhysicalCircuitRelease
}

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

16

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : btsSVCNTReset

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[266] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
    proc  QUEUE,
    param1  BtsSVCNTReset
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : btsSelfCardStatus

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[272] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
    proc  QUEUE,
    param1  BtsSelfCardStatus
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : btsSystemReset

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[262] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
    proc  QUEUE,
    param1  BtsSystemReset
}

Detailed Comments :
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Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

17

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : mailSelfCardStatus

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[12030] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
proc  QUEUE,
param1  MailSelfCardStatus
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : return_code

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[10] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
proc QUEUE,
retcode_ap  U32
}

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

18

Dynamic Part

IV

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

19

Test Case Dynamic Behaviour

Test Case Name : SOME_CASES

Group :

Purpose :

Configuration :

Default :

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 +CPS_5_BGC_1_S 5_BGC_1

2 +CPS_5_BGC_5_S 5_BGC_5

3 +CPS_5_BGC_10_S 5_BGC_10

4 +CPS_5_BGC_13_S 5_BGC_13

5 +CPS_5_BGC_17_S 5_BGC_17

6 +CPS_5_HSC_16_S 5_HSC_16

7 +CPS_4_HSC_6_S 4_HSC_6

8 +CPS_4_HSC_1_S 4_HSC_1

9 [TRUE] R

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2

20

Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_4_HSC_1_S

Group :

Objective :

Default :

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_AP ! btsSystemReset {   proc Def_queue,
param1{
sdm_system 1
}
}

2 pass1 TP_CTRL_BUS ? CLOSE_CONN_REQ {   proc ?,
   header  {pd 22,
message_type 68,
sender_address 224},
   hdlc_address 224  
}

(PASS)

3 pass2 TP_CTRL_BUS ? CLOSE_CONN_REQ {   proc ?,
   header  {pd 22,
message_type 68,
sender_address 224},
   hdlc_address 224  
}

(PASS)

4 TP_CTRL_BUS ! CLOSE_CONN_CFM {   proc Def_queue,
   header  {pd 22,
message_type 69,
sender_address 16},
   result 0  
}

5 TP_CTRL_BUS !
CLOSE_CONN_CFM

{   proc Def_queue,
   header  {pd 22,
message_type 69,
sender_address 32},
   result 0  
}

6 pass3 TP_CTRL_BUS ?
SYSTEM_RESET_REQ

{   proc ?,
   header  {pd 19,
message_type 5,
sender_address 96},
sdm_system  1
}

(PASS) 112 is cpcnt E

7 fail3 TP_CTRL_BUS ? OTHERWISE FAIL

8 fail2 TP_CTRL_BUS ? OTHERWISE FAIL

9 fail1 TP_CTRL_BUS ? OTHERWISE FAIL

Detailed Comments :
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Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_4_HSC_6_S

Group :

Objective :

Default :

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_AP ! btsSVCNTReset {   proc Def_queue,
param1{
read_from_sdm 2,
sdm_system 1}
}

2 TP_AP ? return_code { proc ? ,  retcode_ap 0} (PASS)

3 TP_CTRL_BUS ? SV_RESET_REQ {   proc ?,
   header  {pd 19,
message_type 3,
sender_address 96},
ap_location  2,
sdm_system  1
}

(PASS)

4 TP_CTRL_BUS ? OTHERWISE FAIL

5 TP_AP ? OTHERWISE FAIL

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000CPS_INC5 ITEX 3.6.2
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Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_5_BGC_10_S

Group :

Objective :

Default :

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_CTRL_BUS ! PLN_RELEASE_REQ { proc Def_queue ,
 header{ pd 19,
  message_type 25,
  sender_address 48}, 
 pln  0,
 vpi  0
}

2 TP_CTRL_BUS ? VP_CONTROL_REQ {
  proc ?,
  header  {pd 22,
  message_type 70,
  sender_address 224},
  pln 0,
  vpi 0,
  vp_control ?,
  cdv ?,
  vpi_band ?,
  no_of_vci ?,
  vci {*}
}

(PASS)

3 TP_CTRL_BUS ! VP_STATUS_IND {
  proc Def_queue,
  header  {pd 22,
  message_type 74,
  sender_address 16},
  vp{
   pln  0,
   vpi 0,
   dip_switch 2,
   vp_allocate 1,
   vp_status 0,
   alarm_details 1,
   vpi_band 0,
    hwy_type 0,
    available_bw 1000,
    no_of_vci 4,
    vci {41,42,43,44}
   }
}

HWY1 send 16
HWY2 send 32
pln 0,2,4 −>16
pln 1,3,5 −>32

4 TP_CTRL_BUS ! VP_CONTROL_CFM {
  proc Def_queue,
  header  {pd 22,
  message_type 71,
  sender_address 16},
  pln 0,
  vpi 0,
  result 0
}

Continued on next page
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23

Continued from previous page

Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

5 TP_CTRL_BUS ?
PLN_RELEASE_CFM

{ proc ?,
header{ pd 19,
  message_type 26,
  sender_address ?}, 
 pln  0,
 vpi  0,
 result 0
}

(PASS)

6 TP_CTRL_BUS ? OTHERWISE FAIL

7 TP_CTRL_BUS ? OTHERWISE FAIL

Detailed Comments :

Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_5_BGC_13_S

Group :

Objective :

Default :

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_CTRL_BUS ! CAC_REQ { proc Def_queue ,
 header{ pd 19,
  message_type 19,
  sender_address 48}, 
   macro{ 
   no_matmid  1, 
    par 
    {
      {matmid  20,
       matmid_phys_line  0,
 matmid_vpi  0,
 matmid_vci  120,
 matmid_cid  8,
 matmid_tx_qual_cls 1,
 matmid_fwd_max_bit  20,
 matmid_fwd_avg_bit  20,
 matmid_fwd_max_sig  4,
 matmid_fwd_avg_sig  5,
 matmid_rev_max_bit  20,
 matmid_rev_avg_bit  20,
 matmid_rev_max_sig  4,
 matmid_rev_avg_sig  4
      }
    } 
}
}

2 TP_CTRL_BUS ? CAC_CFM {
  proc ?,
  header  {pd 19,
  message_type 20,
  sender_address ?},
  result 0
}

(PASS)

3 TP_CTRL_BUS ? OTHERWISE FAIL

Detailed Comments :
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Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_5_BGC_17_S

Group :

Objective :

Default :

Comments : Run after CPS_5_BGC_13_S

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_CTRL_BUS ! BW_RELEASE_ALL_REQ { proc Def_queue ,
 header{ pd 19,
  message_type 21,
  sender_address 48}, 
   matmid 20
}

2 TP_CTRL_BUS ?
BW_RELEASE_ALL_CFM

{
  proc ?,
  header  {pd 19,
  message_type 22,
  sender_address ?},
  pln 0,
  vpi 0,
  vci 120,
  result 1
}

(PASS)

3 TP_CTRL_BUS ? OTHERWISE FAIL

Detailed Comments :
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Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_5_BGC_1_S

Group :

Objective :

Default :

Comments : Setup physical circuit.

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_AP ! btsPhysicalCircuit { proc Def_queue ,
param1{ 
 phys_line_no  0,
 vpi  0,
 vpi_band 0,
 cdv 0,
 no_vci  5,
 vci  {41,42,43,44,45} } 
}

2 TP_CTRL_BUS ? VP_CONTROL_REQ {
  proc ?,
  header  {pd 22,
  message_type 70,
  sender_address 224},
  pln 0,
  vpi 0,
  vp_control ?,
  cdv ?,
  vpi_band ?,
  no_of_vci ?,
  vci {*}
}

3 TP_CTRL_BUS ! VP_STATUS_IND {
  proc Def_queue,
  header  {pd 22,
  message_type 74,
  sender_address 16},
  vp{
   pln  0,
   vpi 0,
   dip_switch 2,
   vp_allocate 1,
   vp_status 0,
   alarm_details 1,
   vpi_band 0,
    hwy_type 0,
    available_bw 1000,
    no_of_vci 4,
    vci {41,42,43,44}
   }
}

HWY1 send 16
HWY2 send 32
pln 0,2,4 −>16
pln 1,3,5 −>32

4 TP_CTRL_BUS ! VP_CONTROL_CFM {
  proc Def_queue,
  header  {pd 22,
  message_type 71,
  sender_address 16},
  pln 0,
  vpi 0,
  result 0
}

5 TP_AP ? return_code { proc ? ,  retcode_ap 0} (PASS)

6 TP_AP ? OTHERWISE FAIL

7 TP_CTRL_BUS ? OTHERWISE FAIL

Detailed Comments :
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26

Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_5_BGC_5_S

Group :

Objective :

Default :

Comments : Setup physical circuit.

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_AP ! btsPhysicalCircuitRelease { proc Def_queue ,
param1{ 
 phys_line  0,
 vpi  0
}
}

2 TP_CTRL_BUS ? VP_CONTROL_REQ {
  proc ?,
  header  {pd 22,
  message_type 70,
  sender_address 224},
  pln 0,
  vpi 0,
  vp_control ?,
  cdv ?,
  vpi_band ?,
  no_of_vci ?,
  vci {*}
}

3 TP_CTRL_BUS ! VP_STATUS_IND {
  proc Def_queue,
  header  {pd 22,
  message_type 74,
  sender_address 16},
  vp{
   pln  0,
   vpi 0,
   dip_switch 2,
   vp_allocate 1,
   vp_status 0,
   alarm_details 1,
   vpi_band 0,
    hwy_type 0,
    available_bw 1000,
    no_of_vci 4,
    vci {41,42,43,44}
   }
}

HWY1 send 16
HWY2 send 32
pln 0,2,4 −>16
pln 1,3,5 −>32

4 TP_CTRL_BUS ! VP_CONTROL_CFM {
  proc Def_queue,
  header  {pd 22,
  message_type 71,
  sender_address 16},
  pln 0,
  vpi 0,
  result 0
}

5 TP_AP ? return_code { proc ? ,  retcode_ap 0} (PASS)

6 TP_AP ? OTHERWISE FAIL

7 TP_CTRL_BUS ? OTHERWISE FAIL

Detailed Comments :
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Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_5_HSC_16_S

Group :

Objective :

Default :

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_AP ! btsSelfCardStatus { proc Def_queue,
 param1{
  queue_ix 1,
  time_const 200
}
}

2 TP_AP ? return_code { proc ? ,  retcode_ap 0} (PASS)

3 TP_AP ? mailSelfCardStatus {   proc ?,
   param1{
   macro_no 1203,
    status_flag  0,
    self_card_ser 1,
    self_sup1  ?,
    self_sup2  ?,
    other_card_ser  ?,
    other_sup1 ?,
    other_sup2  ?
   }
}

PASS

4 TP_AP ?  OTHERWISE FAIL

5 TP_AP ?  OTHERWISE FAIL

Detailed Comments :
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1

Test Suite Overview

I

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2

2

Test Suite Structure

Suite Name : Generated

Standards Ref :

PICS Ref :

PIXIT Ref :

Test Method(s) :

Comments :

Test Group Reference Selection Ref Test Group Objective Page Nr

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2

3

Declarations Part

II

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2

4

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : BtsPhysicalCircuit

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE { phys_line_no U16,
  vpi U16,
  vpi_band U16,
  cdv U16,
  no_vci U16,
  vci U16Arr }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : BtsPhysicalCircuitRelease

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE { phys_line U16,
  vpi U16 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : BtsSVCNTReset

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE { read_from_sdm U16,
  sdm_system U16 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : BtsSelfCardStatus

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE { queue_ix U16,
  time_const U16 }

Detailed Comments :
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ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : BtsSystemReset

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE { sdm_system U16 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : CTRL_L3_HEADER

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE { pd U8,
  message_type U8,
  sender_address U16 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : Cellpar

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE { matmid U16,
  matmid_phys_line U16,
  matmid_vpi U16,
  matmid_vci U16,
  matmid_tx_qual_cls U16,
  matmid_fwd_max_bit U16,
  matmid_fwd_avg_bit U16,
  matmid_fwd_max_sig U16,
  matmid_fwd_avg_sig U16,
  matmid_rev_max_bit U16,
  matmid_rev_avg_bit U16,
  matmid_rev_max_sig U16,
  matmid_rev_avg_sig U16 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : CellparArr

Encoding Variation :

Comments : Manually edited, size of array specified

Type Definition

SEQUENCE SIZE(0..8) OF Cellpar

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2

6

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : MailSelfCardStatus

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

SEQUENCE { macro_no U16,
  status_flag U16,
  self_card_ser U16,
  self_sup1 U16,
  self_sup2 U16,
  other_card_ser U16,
  other_sup1 U16,
  other_sup2 U16 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : QUEUE

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

IA5String

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : U16

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(16)

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : U16Arr

Encoding Variation :

Comments : Manually edited, size of array specified

Type Definition

SEQUENCE SIZE(0..16) OF U16

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2

7

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : U32

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(32)

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : U8

Encoding Variation :

Comments :

Type Definition

INTEGER ENC INTLENGTH(8)

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 Type Definition

Type Name : U8Arr

Encoding Variation :

Comments : Edited manually, size of array specified

Type Definition

SEQUENCE SIZE(0..16) OF U8

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2

8

PCO Type Declarations

PCO Type Role Comments

VxWork LT

Detailed Comments :
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9

PCO Declarations

PCO Name PCO Type Role Comments

TP_AP VxWork LT

TP_CTRL_BUS VxWork LT

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2

10

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : BW_RELEASE_ALL_CFM

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 19024 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
  u163  U16
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : BW_RELEASE_ALL_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 19023 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : CAC_CFM

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 19020 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
  u163  U16
}

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2

11

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : CAC_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 19019 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
  u163  U16,
  cellparArr4  CellparArr
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : CLOSE_CONN_CFM

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 22069 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
  u83  U8
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : CLOSE_CONN_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 22068 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
  u163  U16
}

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2
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ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : PLN_RELEASE_CFM

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 19026 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
  u163  U16,
  u164  U16,
  u165  U16
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : PLN_RELEASE_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 19025 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
  u163  U16,
  u164  U16
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : SV_RESET_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 19003 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
  u163  U16,
  u164  U16
}

Detailed Comments :
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ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : SYSTEM_RESET_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 19005 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
  u163  U16
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : VP_CONTROL_CFM

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 22071 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
  u83  U8,
  u84  U8,
  u85  U8
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : VP_CONTROL_REQ

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 22070 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
  u83  U8,
  u84  U8,
  u85  U8,
  u86  U8,
  u87  U8,
  u88  U8,
  u8Arr9  U8Arr
}

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2

14

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : VP_STATUS_IND

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 22074 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  cTRL_L3_HEADER2  CTRL_L3_HEADER,
  u83  U8,
  u84  U8,
  u85  U8,
  u86  U8,
  u87  U8,
  u168  U16,
  u89  U8,
  u810  U8,
  u3211  U32,
  u812  U8,
  u8Arr13  U8Arr
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : btsPhysicalCircuit

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 300 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  btsPhysicalCircuit2  BtsPhysicalCircuit
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : btsPhysicalCircuitRelease

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 302 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  btsPhysicalCircuitRelease2  BtsPhysicalCircuitRelease
}

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2
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ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : btsSVCNTReset

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 266 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  btsSVCNTReset2  BtsSVCNTReset
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : btsSelfCardStatus

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 272 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  btsSelfCardStatus2  BtsSelfCardStatus
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : btsSystemReset

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 262 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  btsSystemReset2  BtsSystemReset
}

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2

16

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : mailSelfCardStatus

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 12030 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  mailSelfCardStatus2  MailSelfCardStatus
}

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Type Definition

ASP Name : return_code

PCO Type : VxWork

Comments :

Type Definition

[ 10 ] IMPLICIT
SEQUENCE {
  proc  QUEUE,
  u322  U32
}

Detailed Comments :
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Constraints Part

III

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2

18

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_BW_RELEASE_ALL_CFM

ASP Type : BW_RELEASE_ALL_CFM

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc ?, cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 19, message_type 24, sender_address 224 }, u163 1 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_BW_RELEASE_ALL_REQ

ASP Type : BW_RELEASE_ALL_REQ

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc "0", cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 19, message_type 23, sender_address 192 } }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_CAC_CFM

ASP Type : CAC_CFM

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc ?, cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 19, message_type 20, sender_address 224 }, u163 0 }

Detailed Comments :

Jun 29, 2000Generated ITEX 3.6.2

19

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_CAC_REQ

ASP Type : CAC_REQ

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc "0", cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 19, message_type 19, sender_address 192 }, u163 1, cellparArr4 { { matmid 20,
matmid_phys_line 0, matmid_vpi 0, matmid_vci 120, matmid_tx_qual_cls 1, matmid_fwd_max_bit 20,
matmid_fwd_avg_bit 20, matmid_fwd_max_sig 4, matmid_fwd_avg_sig 5, matmid_rev_max_bit 20, matmid_rev_avg_bit
20, matmid_rev_max_sig 4, matmid_rev_avg_sig 4 }, { matmid 0, matmid_phys_line 0, matmid_vpi 0, matmid_vci 0,
matmid_tx_qual_cls 0, matmid_fwd_max_bit 0, matmid_fwd_avg_bit 0, matmid_fwd_max_sig 0, matmid_fwd_avg_sig 0,
matmid_rev_max_bit 0, matmid_rev_avg_bit 0, matmid_rev_max_sig 0, matmid_rev_avg_sig 0 }, { matmid 0,
matmid_phys_line 0, matmid_vpi 0, matmid_vci 0, matmid_tx_qual_cls 0, matmid_fwd_max_bit 0, matmid_fwd_avg_bit 0,
matmid_fwd_max_sig 0, matmid_fwd_avg_sig 0, matmid_rev_max_bit 0, matmid_rev_avg_bit 0, matmid_rev_max_sig 0,
matmid_rev_avg_sig 0 }, { matmid 0, matmid_phys_line 0, matmid_vpi 0, matmid_vci 0, matmid_tx_qual_cls 0,
matmid_fwd_max_bit 0, matmid_fwd_avg_bit 0, matmid_fwd_max_sig 0, matmid_fwd_avg_sig 0, matmid_rev_max_bit
0, matmid_rev_avg_bit 0, matmid_rev_max_sig 0, matmid_rev_avg_sig 0 }, { matmid 0, matmid_phys_line 0, matmid_vpi
0, matmid_vci 0, matmid_tx_qual_cls 0, matmid_fwd_max_bit 0, matmid_fwd_avg_bit 0, matmid_fwd_max_sig 0,
matmid_fwd_avg_sig 0, matmid_rev_max_bit 0, matmid_rev_avg_bit 0, matmid_rev_max_sig 0, matmid_rev_avg_sig 0 },
{ matmid 0, matmid_phys_line 0, matmid_vpi 0, matmid_vci 0, matmid_tx_qual_cls 0, matmid_fwd_max_bit 0,
matmid_fwd_avg_bit 0, matmid_fwd_max_sig 0, matmid_fwd_avg_sig 0, matmid_rev_max_bit 0, matmid_rev_avg_bit 0,
matmid_rev_max_sig 0, matmid_rev_avg_sig 0 }, { matmid 0, matmid_phys_line 0, matmid_vpi 0, matmid_vci 0,
matmid_tx_qual_cls 0, matmid_fwd_max_bit 0, matmid_fwd_avg_bit 0, matmid_fwd_max_sig 0, matmid_fwd_avg_sig 0,
matmid_rev_max_bit 0, matmid_rev_avg_bit 0, matmid_rev_max_sig 0, matmid_rev_avg_sig 0 }, { matmid 0,
matmid_phys_line 0, matmid_vpi 0, matmid_vci 0, matmid_tx_qual_cls 0, matmid_fwd_max_bit 0, matmid_fwd_avg_bit 0,
matmid_fwd_max_sig 0, matmid_fwd_avg_sig 0, matmid_rev_max_bit 0, matmid_rev_avg_bit 0, matmid_rev_max_sig 0,
matmid_rev_avg_sig 0 } } }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_CLOSE_CONN_CFM_001

ASP Type : CLOSE_CONN_CFM

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc "0", cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 22, message_type 69, sender_address 32 }, u83 0 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_CLOSE_CONN_CFM_002

ASP Type : CLOSE_CONN_CFM

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc "0", cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 22, message_type 69, sender_address 16 }, u83 0 }

Detailed Comments :
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ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_CLOSE_CONN_REQ

ASP Type : CLOSE_CONN_REQ

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc ?, cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 22, message_type 68, sender_address 224 }, u163 224 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_PLN_RELEASE_CFM

ASP Type : PLN_RELEASE_CFM

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc ?, cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 19, message_type 26, sender_address 224 }, u163 0, u164 0, u165 0 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_PLN_RELEASE_REQ

ASP Type : PLN_RELEASE_REQ

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc "0", cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 19, message_type 25, sender_address 192 }, u163 0, u164 0 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_SV_RESET_REQ

ASP Type : SV_RESET_REQ

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc ?, cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 19, message_type 3, sender_address 96 }, u163 2, u164 0 }

Detailed Comments :
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ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_SYSTEM_RESET_REQ

ASP Type : SYSTEM_RESET_REQ

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc ?, cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 19, message_type 5, sender_address 96 }, u163 0 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_VP_CONTROL_CFM

ASP Type : VP_CONTROL_CFM

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc "0", cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 22, message_type 71, sender_address 16 }, u83 0, u84 0, u85 0 }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_VP_CONTROL_REQ

ASP Type : VP_CONTROL_REQ

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc ?, cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 22, message_type 70, sender_address 224 }, u83 0, u84 0, u85 ?, u86 ?, u87 ?, u88 ?,
u8Arr9 ? }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_VP_STATUS_IND

ASP Type : VP_STATUS_IND

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc "0", cTRL_L3_HEADER2 { pd 22, message_type 74, sender_address 16 }, u83 0, u84 0, u85 2, u86 1, u87 0, u168
1, u89 0, u810 0, u3211 1000, u812 4, u8Arr13 { 41, 42, 43, 44, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 } }

Detailed Comments :
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ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_btsPhysicalCircuit

ASP Type : btsPhysicalCircuit

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc "0", btsPhysicalCircuit2 { phys_line_no 0, vpi 0, vpi_band 0, cdv 0, no_vci 5, vci { 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 } } }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_btsPhysicalCircuitRelease

ASP Type : btsPhysicalCircuitRelease

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc "0", btsPhysicalCircuitRelease2 { phys_line 0, vpi 0 } }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_btsSVCNTReset

ASP Type : btsSVCNTReset

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc "0", btsSVCNTReset2 { read_from_sdm 2, sdm_system 1 } }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_btsSelfCardStatus

ASP Type : btsSelfCardStatus

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc "0", btsSelfCardStatus2 { queue_ix 1, time_const 200 } }

Detailed Comments :
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ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_btsSystemReset

ASP Type : btsSystemReset

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc "0", btsSystemReset2 { sdm_system 1 } }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_mailSelfCardStatus

ASP Type : mailSelfCardStatus

Derivation Path :

Comments : Manually edited, 2nd level ? inserted

Constraint Value

{ proc ?, mailSelfCardStatus2 { macro_no 1203, status_flag 0, self_card_ser ?, self_sup1 ?, self_sup2 ?, other_card_ser
?, other_sup1 ?, other_sup2 ? } }

Detailed Comments :

ASN.1 ASP Constraint Declaration

Constraint Name : C_return_code

ASP Type : return_code

Derivation Path :

Comments :

Constraint Value

{ proc ?, u322 0 }

Detailed Comments :
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Dynamic Part

IV
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Test Case Dynamic Behaviour

Test Case Name : SOME_CASES

Group :

Purpose :

Configuration :

Default : OtherwiseFail

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 +CPS_5_BGC_1

2 +CPS_5_BGC_5

3 +CPS_5_BGC_10

4 +CPS_5_BGC_13

5 +CPS_5_BGC_17

6 +CPS_5_HSC_16

7 +CPS_4_HSC_6

8 +CPS_4_HSC_1

Detailed Comments :
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Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_4_HSC_1

Group :

Objective :

Default : OtherwiseFail

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_AP ! btsSystemReset C_btsSystemReset CPS

2 TP_CTRL_BUS ? CLOSE_CONN_REQ C_CLOSE_CONN_REQ CPS

3 TP_CTRL_BUS ? CLOSE_CONN_REQ C_CLOSE_CONN_REQ CPS

4 TP_CTRL_BUS ! CLOSE_CONN_CFM C_CLOSE_CONN_CFM_0
02

CPS

5 TP_CTRL_BUS !
CLOSE_CONN_CFM

C_CLOSE_CONN_CFM_0
01

CPS

6 TP_CTRL_BUS ?
SYSTEM_RESET_REQ

C_SYSTEM_RESET_REQ PASS CPS

Detailed Comments :

Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_4_HSC_6

Group :

Objective :

Default : OtherwiseFail

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_AP ! btsSVCNTReset C_btsSVCNTReset CPS

2 TP_AP ? return_code C_return_code CPS

3 TP_CTRL_BUS ? SV_RESET_REQ C_SV_RESET_REQ (PASS) CPS

4 TP_CTRL_BUS ? SV_RESET_REQ C_SV_RESET_REQ CPS

5 TP_AP ? return_code C_return_code (PASS) CPS

Detailed Comments :

Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_5_BGC_1

Group :

Objective :

Default : OtherwiseFail

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_AP ! btsPhysicalCircuit C_btsPhysicalCircuit CPS

2 TP_CTRL_BUS ? VP_CONTROL_REQ C_VP_CONTROL_REQ CPS

3 TP_CTRL_BUS ! VP_STATUS_IND C_VP_STATUS_IND CPS

4 TP_CTRL_BUS ! VP_CONTROL_CFM C_VP_CONTROL_CFM CPS

5 TP_AP ? return_code C_return_code CPS

Detailed Comments :
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Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_5_BGC_10

Group :

Objective :

Default : OtherwiseFail

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_CTRL_BUS ! PLN_RELEASE_REQ C_PLN_RELEASE_REQ CPS

2 TP_CTRL_BUS ? VP_CONTROL_REQ C_VP_CONTROL_REQ CPS

3 TP_CTRL_BUS ! VP_STATUS_IND C_VP_STATUS_IND CPS

4 TP_CTRL_BUS ! VP_CONTROL_CFM C_VP_CONTROL_CFM CPS

5 TP_CTRL_BUS ?
PLN_RELEASE_CFM

C_PLN_RELEASE_CFM CPS

Detailed Comments :

Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_5_BGC_13

Group :

Objective :

Default : OtherwiseFail

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_CTRL_BUS ! CAC_REQ C_CAC_REQ CPS

2 TP_CTRL_BUS ? CAC_CFM C_CAC_CFM CPS

Detailed Comments :

Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_5_BGC_17

Group :

Objective :

Default : OtherwiseFail

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_CTRL_BUS ! BW_RELEASE_ALL_REQ C_BW_RELEASE_ALL_RE
Q

CPS

2 TP_CTRL_BUS ?
BW_RELEASE_ALL_CFM

C_BW_RELEASE_ALL_CF
M

CPS

Detailed Comments :
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Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_5_BGC_5

Group :

Objective :

Default : OtherwiseFail

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_AP ! btsPhysicalCircuitRelease C_btsPhysicalCircuitRelease CPS

2 TP_CTRL_BUS ? VP_CONTROL_REQ C_VP_CONTROL_REQ CPS

3 TP_CTRL_BUS ! VP_STATUS_IND C_VP_STATUS_IND CPS

4 TP_CTRL_BUS ! VP_CONTROL_CFM C_VP_CONTROL_CFM CPS

5 TP_AP ? return_code C_return_code CPS

Detailed Comments :

Test Step Dynamic Behaviour

Test Step Name : CPS_5_HSC_16

Group :

Objective :

Default : OtherwiseFail

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_AP ! btsSelfCardStatus C_btsSelfCardStatus CPS

2 TP_AP ? return_code C_return_code CPS

3 TP_AP ? mailSelfCardStatus C_mailSelfCardStatus CPS

Detailed Comments :
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Default Dynamic Behaviour

Default Name : OtherwiseFail

Group :

Objective :

Comments :

Nr Label Behaviour Description Constraints Ref Verdict Comments

1 TP_AP ?OTHERWISE FAIL

2 TP_CTRL_BUS ?OTHERWISE FAIL

Detailed Comments :
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